
ART EXHIBITION CATALOG
of Madam butterfly scenography project (2021):

This is a list of available works, for future exhibitions. Two of the art works are 
owned by Peter B., the rest of art work is in my personal collection.

Most of the art work is done on paper in format A4, few are in A5 format.
The artwork is mix of different techniques: Aquarell colors, black and white ink, 
diluted acrylic color and soft light affect were achieved with air brush tool. The art 
work is in basic glass frames.
Every art work was photographed from beginning to the end of work process. 
These way the "stop motion" effect was created. Markus Gössler than used 
different video effect tools, to make drawings move in synchronization with ballet 
music.

Our job was to put video background projection into a ballet performance, with 
taking primary focus on the ballet story. The video movement transition of art works 
in animation, were done slow. These way, we achieved the perfect visual effect.





















The folowing photos were taken from Serbian national theatre official page:
link: https://www.snp.org.rs/en/?p=366

https://www.snp.org.rs/en/?p=366








Choreographer & Director: Peter Breuer (Germany/Аustria)

Video design and technical realization: Markus Gössler (Аustria)

Paintings in projections: Sebastian Šeremet (Slovenia)

Assistant of choreographer: Dominik Vaida (Аustria)

Costume sketches: Y. T. (Japan)

Assistant of costume designer: Katarina Stanivuković (Novi Sad)

Markus Gössler, good friend of mine, invited me and put me in contact with Peter Breuer to create the video 

projection scenography for the Madame butterfly ballet performance in Serbia and on tour as well.

The idea was to create something unique and to show the cultural difference in between Japan and the 

USA in an artistic way.

Therefor we used painted aquarell pictures, made a lot of photos for stop motion and animated them for all 

the sceneries which are happening in Japan. We produced our own video material for the american 

sceneries and also other artwork which got printed and shown during the show in front of the stage and 

posters which got used as commercials for the show. All together we produced ~2hrs of video content for 

back- front- and side projections and the biggest animations are 17m x 9,5m on stage. Together we created 

the basic idea I painted aquarell drawings and other pictures, Markus did the technical realisation, created 

digital animations of my artwork and synchronized it to the music. Peter loved the visual result. All the 

motives I painted were based on Peters idea and a collaboration in art creating atmosphere was 

established. This project was challenging, because it was my first time to be involved in scenography for 

ballet and theatre art world.
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